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Papish v. Bd of Curators of Univ of Missouri

This is an important First Amendment--academic
community case.

--

Three considerations should guide your

judgment whether to grant cert.
(1)

Mootness

It is arguable that this case is moot because Petr
will not be entitled to reinstatement upon her return to
U of Missouri should she succeed here.

After the panel

rendered its decision, the CA8 authorized the clerk to
request the Graduate School to file an affidavit telling
the ct whether Petr would be eligible for reinstatement.
Tpat affidavit is included in the respondents' brief here.

-

It cites two reasons for holding that Petr will not be
entitled to reinstatement.
(a)

She was on academic probation and had not made

significant progress on her graduate thesis.

At the

--.

-
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beginning of the Spring Semester she was told by the
Journalism Department that in order to remain in the program shie would have to complete several chapters by the
end of the Term.
(b)

She failed to comply.

To remain in the graduate program a student is

-

required to maintain a 2.75 grade point average.
average was 2.56.

Her

----

This would be an adequate basis upon

ANALYSIS=

As to the first point, it might well be

which to deny her readmi§sion.

argued that she did not comply with the requirement because
she had been expelled in March--before the deadline--and
therefore apparently had nothing to gain by continuance

-

with the obligation.

As to the second point, the affidavit

explains that even though her average was below the

--

minimum she could be readmitted for one more semester upon
the "recommendation by her graduate department of journalism."
T his discretionary prerogative is confirmed by the language
of the Graduate Catelog which states that "A student on
probation who fails to raise his cumulative grade point
average to 2.75 may be allowed a second and final probationary semester on the recommendation of his department."
We do not know the ordinary practice at U of Missouri but
if it is like Texas the second semester is almost always
accorded graduate students.

They customarily take very

few courses and it is difficult to alter ones average

-

significantly in a short time period.

At Texas it was

considered significant that during the first semester
the student raised his average even if he did not make it
up to the cutoff.

Petr raised her average from 2.55 to

'

-
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2.56.
The affidavit is ambiguously worded and is not a flat
statement that Petr would be barred from reapplying.

It

should also be noted . that she was not given credit for
her coursework during the semester in question.

She was

stripped of the 3 hours of "B" and one hour of "F."

If

the CA were reversed she would be entitled to have the
grades returned to her records.

Moreover, she now bears

the stigma of removall from graduate school for disciplinary
reasons.

This is a smudge which I would not want on my

record.

I think I would prefer to be dismissed because

I maintained a 2.56 rather than a 2.75 than because I

-

had violated a school rule.
Although the mootness question is not free from doubt,
and although Petr has not discussed this matter in her petn,
I think that the case is not moot.

Our prior cases dealing

with the nonmootn.e ss of challenges to criminal convictions because the stigma remains even after the
sentence is served (Sibron v. New York) should support
jurisdiction here even if she is not entitled to reinstatement.
(2)

Healy v. James

Petr was punished for violating a campus rule governing "indecent conduct or speech,"

.---

The CA endeavors to

make a time, place, or manner case out of this but its

-

efforts are not persuasive.

It appears on the record

dthat the newpaper was properly registered with the College
and was sold at the usual place where other student
newspapers are customarily sold.

The school hearing and

-
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the DC hearing focused entirely on the content of the
newspaper.

Therefore, I think the operative question

is whether a University may prohibit the distribution on
campus of a newspaper which it finds to contain "indecent
spleech."

While the Univ could surely regulate the place

where such material is sold, there is no indication here
that it was endeavoring to do so.

As to the content of

the paper, the same standard that applies in the cmmmunity
applies applies on the campus.
of Healy.

This is the root teaching

We must apply traditional standards to determine

whether the matter is protected First Ame.irndment matterial.
(3)

-

Chaplinsky-Gooding-Lewis-Rosenfeld

You are no strnager to the epitath used in the
newspaper headline.

Your view has been that the word

"m - - - f - - -" is not per se unprotected but depends
on the circumstances of its use.
offense to captive audiences?
violent responsive conduct?

Does it give particular

Does its use occasion
There was a stipulation in the

;,
record in this case that the distribution occasioned by """'-9
violence or disturbance of any kind.

There was no evidence

that the papers were being forced an 4unwilling passersby.
As you said in Rosenfeld "our free society must be flexible
enough to toerate even such a debasement provided it
occurs without subjecting unwilling audiences to the type of
verbal

-

aMlilnulsance committed in this case."

Even less question can be legitimately raised with
respect to the drawing depicted on the cover of the
paper.

The rape of liberty is a familiar theme for political

----

dissent.

This is controlled by Justice Rehnquist's decision

-
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last Term in Wisconsin v. Kois, 407 U.S. 229 (1972).

That

was the case about the underground newspaper (Kaleidoscope)
in which the state had prosecuted for depiction of two
nudes embracing in a sitting position.

The article there

was found not to be "a mere vehicle for the publication
of the pictires" instead, "they are relevant to the theme
of the story."

Since they were related to the story they

were entitled to protection. The instant case is even
stronger since the story was about police brutality and
the drawing was a biting presentation of that theme.
RECOMMENDATION
The material distributed was entitled to First Amend-

-

ment protection under traditional standards applicable
in the community at large.

In the circumstances of this

case, that same content standard applied on the campus.
1

Expusion violated Petr's First Amendment rights.

For

the reasons first stated above, I do not think the case is
moot.
Because of the importance of the question, I urge you
to put the case on the discuss list and indicate
a belief that it should be heard and reversed as incompatible
with recent precedent.

However, if you think this an

inappropriate course, let me suggest a second alternative.
It may well appear that that the CA8 would have en banced

-

the case but for a feeling that the case was moot.

-

You

might suggest a summary disposition in which a PC opinion
is written making the following points: (1) the CA8
refused to hear en bane after requesting U of Missouri to
instruct whether Petr might be reinstated; (2) it thus

-
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appears that mootness may have been the determinative
factor there; (3) the case is, however, not moot (for
the reasons stated above); (40 the operative principles
applicable to this case have all been the subject of recent
exposition by this Ct and the CA panel should have an
opportunm~y to reconsider the case in light of these
decisions; (5) it should be ordered that the case
be remanded for reconsideration by the panel or by
the CA en bane if it so desires in light of Healy,
Wisconsin v. Kois, Lewis, Rosenfeld, and Brown. Each
of these cases came down after the panel decision.
Again, I view this is as a second alternative, less

-

-

desirable than plenary considefation.
PLACE ON DISCUSS LIST/ GRANT
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Cert. to 8th Cir.
(Stephenson, Van Oosterhout;
Ross, dissenting)

PAPISH

v.

Timely

BOARD OF CURATORS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

1.

Petr seeks review of a judgment refusing to order that resp

reinstat~ petr in graduate school following her dismissal for violation
of a University by-law prohibitin·g

~

II

indecen·t conduct or speech. 11

raises the claim that her dismissal violated the 1st Amendment.

•

Petr

~

-2-

2.

Facts:

Peti is a 32-year old graduate student at the School

of Journalism of the University of Missouri; she is a member of the
editorial · staff of a paper entitled "Free Press Underground" which is
distributed on the campus.

On June 6, 1969 petr was dismissed, ef-

fective March 26, 1969, for violation of paragraph B of Article V
...,
'--of._.the Un~ersity By-Laws. That paragraph provides:

~

" Students enrolling in the University assume an obligation
and are expected by the University to conduct themselves in
a manner compatible with the University's functions and
missions as an educational institution. For that purpose
students are required to observe generally accepted standards of conduct. Obstruction of University teaching,
research, administration or other activities, indecent conduct or speech, failure to comply with requests of University officials in the performance of their duties and
violations of the laws of the city, state or nation, are
examples of conduct which would contravene this standard."
On Feb. 18-19 petr distributed copies (it is unclear whether they were
s old or distributed free) of a particular copy of the FPU at one of
the main entrances or thoroughfares of the campus.

This volume carried

on the masthead a drawing that had appeared in a 1969 edition of "The
Movement"; i t depicted helmeted, club-carrying policemen raping the
Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of Justice.
" Motherfucker Acquitted."

The main headline was

This article, apparently reprinted from

"New Left Notes", was about the trial of a leader of a group, located

-

in N.Y. City, called "Up Against the Wall, Motherfucker," aka "The
Motherfuckers"; one of the leaders of that group had been acquitted
of an assault · and battery charge, a.n d the story related to that
acquittal, with petr asserting that "Motherfucker" was meant to refer

•

J
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~✓

to the organizational affiliation of the acquitted person and had no
indecent or sexual connotations.

At the time the charges were directed

at petr, she was on both academic and disciplinary probation; even if
dismissal for the above distribution was wrong, petr apparently would
not be reinstated as a student in good standing because of academic
failures

(a subsequent Fin Research Journalism apparently is the

reason).
Following petr's dismissal and university review, _petr commenced

--

a 1983 action in DC, contending that her dismissal was invalid under
the 1st and 14th Amendments.

~

Petr also challenged various "rules"

that had "promulgated" or " announced" with respect to handling of
judicial review of school d iscipline cases.

Memorandum of Judicial

Standards of Procedure and Substance in Review of Student Discipline
in Tax Supported Institutions of Higher Learning, 45 F.R.D. 133 (W.D.
Mo. 1968).
3.

Reasoning of CA 8 .

It is obvious that CA 8 is piqued at the

prospect of " plenary judicial oversight of the administration of taxsupported educational institutions."
the issue

was<!§t)moo,;,

I

The court first determined that
.

despite the fact that petr could not be re-

instated for valid academic reasons, because, due to the "stigma" that

t}

had attached to petr from the charges and dismissal, she retained "a
significant stake in the outcome of this litigation;" resp too deserved
"a definite answer."

The court then rejected the contention that the

university By-Law was unconstitutional on its face, holding that "the

'-

-4rule of conduct" was not ambiguous, and that, in effect, it was a valid
regulation of the time, place, and manner of speech but did not give
the University the arbitrary power to censor speech.
"On this record, it sufficiently appears that the rule furthers
the legitimate University interest in providing the order and
discipline essential to fostering an effective learingprocess
and that its restriction on constitutional freedoms is no
greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest."
Without reaching the issue of whether the publication was "legally
obscene," the court held that the resp could dismiss petr for

"indecent

speech" even if that speech did not amount to obscenity under the
Constitution.

~

"But no provision of the Constitution requires the imposition
of so high a value on freedom of. expression that it can never
' e subordinated to other interests such as, for example, the
conventions of decency on the use and display of languaqe and
pictures
a University campus. The Constitution does not
compel the University to promote the vernacular of the gutter
by allowing such publications as the one in litigation to be
publicly sold or distributed on its open campus, and this
court will not now pr.o pound such .a rule."

on

Finding that the resp's action was not designed to penalize petr for the
advocacy of ideas and was not arbitrary, unreasonable, or capricious,
CA 8 affirmed the dismissal.

Judge Ross dissented, finding it clear

that petr was dismissed because the headline and cartoon were obscene;
as such _petr was,

in his view, being disciplined for the content, rather

than the distribution, of the paper; the resp had not demonstrat~d that
,

1

the distribution of the paper had interrupted or interfered with or
disrupted the educational process.
a 4-4 split.

Rehearing en bane was denied after

')
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4.

Contentions:
a.

Petr argues that the material could not be found legally

obscene under Roth et al, and in upholding petr's dismissal the court
held that a student could be disciplined for distributing literature
protected under the First Amendment, "on the theory that the constitutional rules governing publication of alle
do not fully apply to college campuses."

obscene material

Petr contends that this

holding is contrary to Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169 (1972) and Tinker
v. Des Moines Independent School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1970), which
grant students full 1st Amendment rights.

~

Petr also challenges the

" rules" previously promulgated in W.D. Mo. to deal with "student" casesr
the key to these rules, insofar as this case is concerned, is that in
establishing rules of behavior, a university "may require superior
ethical and moral behavior" than a state might be able to demand of its
citizens, and that therefore "the institution is not limited to the
standards or the forms of criminal laws."

Petr claims that the DC

lacked the power to promulgate such . "rules" and that they were repugnant
to the 1st Amendment.

The CA found no "record support" for the conten-

tion that the DC relied on these "rules" in deciding the instant case
/

{despite the fact that the trial judge was one of the authors and his
opinion in this case cited them), and refused to consider those arguments

e.

b.

Resp contends that this case does not contradict Tinker and

\ . ..J

Healy because resp in this case did n o t ~ the 1st Amendment right but
merely regulated the exercise of those rights.

Resp then maintains that

•

•
)
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the "rules" are not "in conflict with any holding of this Court."
5.

Discussion:

The result that was reached in this case is rather

hard to square with much of the language of Healy.

The conduct here was

not disruptive, nor did it interfere with the educational process;
furthermore,

I seriously doubt if the headline or cartoon could be

termed "obscene" under Roth or subsequent decisions, see, e.g. Rosenfeld

v. New Jersey, especially since the cartoon and the headline were
'.' directly" forms of political speech.

The issue squarely comes down to

whether or not a state university can impose higher standards of "decency

•
.,

than can constitutionally be _ imposed by criminal sanction.
One problem not dealt with . in an overly convincing manner by CA 8
was the issue of mootness.

Petr's suit was for reinstatement; apparently

petr has not measured up to the academic requirements of the degree
program and would not be reinstated even if this case were reversed.
(Petr does not mention this issue in the brief, and apparently does not
dispute resp's contention in this respect.)

The issue of reinstatement

does appear moot; the court's justification for proceeding to decide
the issues (based on the sufficiency of the "interests" involved)

seems

more appropriate to deciding a question of wh~ther a person has standing
to raise an issue, but not . whether there is a live controversy between
the parties.

~

Although a case could be made, not without some reaching,

for the proposition that the issue is not moot, cf. Sibron v. New York,
392 U.S. 40 (1968), once that analogy were adopted it might also be

~

~

-7appropriate to similarly extend the concurrent "sentence" doctrine,
cf. Benton v. Maryland, 395 U.S. 784 (1969).

Thus the hypothetical

circle is completed.
There is a response.
1/9/73

jm

~
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~

Judge,

Here is Papish.

-:::::::..

You should be cognizant of the

followings
(1)

I have addressed solely the question whether the

school's regulation as applied to petr is invalid.

I have

not discussed either the vagueness or overbreadth arguments
since I view those as broader holdings with which more
Justices might disagree.
(2)

I have not addressed at all Petr's argument that

it was improper for the USDC WD Missouri three years ago
to issue a set of general orders setting forth the
procedural and substantive standards to be used in
disciplinary proceedings involving university-level stu-

-

dents.

This issue is irrelevant in view of the manner in

which we dispose of the case.
(3)

I have said nothing, per your instructions,

about mootness.

However, I can easily add a footnote

explaining the reasons why the case is not moot.

(see

my cert memo)
(4)

Your conference notes show Justice Rehnquist,

Blackmun, Burger dissenting.

I feel confident that one or

more of them will write a dissent.
LAH
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No. 72-794, Papish v. Board of Curators of the University

ti

of Missouri

'J,

PER CURIAM.
Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
rUt'Cpe,l/e~
Missouri School of Journalism, was Gismiseeet freM ehL
~RikVQFili•Y, for distributing on campus a newspaper
II

l;

"containing forms of indeitcent speech&- in violation of
the By-Laws of the Board of Curators.

The newspaper, the

.-.

-

Free Press Underground, had been sold on thlis state
university campus for more than four years pursuant to
an authorization obtained from the University Business
Office.

l~~
The particularissue
in auestion was found

to be unacceptable for two reasons.

First, on the

~/wt ~~,.,,J.-

f ront cover the publishers h a d ~ a political
cartoon previously printed in another newspaper depicting
policemen- raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice.

The caption under the cartoon reads "

With Liberty and Justice for All."

.

..

Secondly, the
•• M - - . rn .--.. ~ -.....-.-

issue contained an article, entitled l l ~ k : & r
Acquitted," which discussed the trial and acquittal
on an assault charge of a New York City youth who was
a mtmber of an organization known as "Up Against the

M-

\

Wall , Mot:berf 11 cker. "
the Student Conduct Committee

•

--2--

~

· ~ ./4.,,~-t.,/ll,V ,,,~ ..,,_

found~ 1Ml• Ae~& violated Paragraph B of Article

~

A

A of the Gejneral Standards of Student Conduc~ requir~
stludents "to observe generall7accepted standards of
conduct" and specifically prohibit~ "indecent conduct

2/

or speech."

Her dismissal

') )\

Chancellor of the University and then by its Board of
Curators

Iler enep;;J eiaa n was made effective in the

middle of the spring semester . ~1:ID- though she was
~

permitted to remain on campus until the end of the semester,
t)'J,

,

she was not given credit for th~ course/' in which she

~

.,:-ti~~

~

After exhausting her administrative review alternatives
within the University, Petitioner brought an action for
declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983 in the United States District Court for the

Western District of Missouri.

She claimed that her

dismissal was improperly prelmised on activities protected

by the First Amendment.

The District Court denied relief,

331 F. Supp. 1321, and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting.

464 F.2d 136.

Rehearing en bane

s

was denied by an equally divided vote of all the judge in
A

the Eight Circuit.
Jys~:1• '"' t!ho Bi~

Iii

••

l

>

t i,

The District Court's opinion rests, in part-,-on
~~

fall conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper

was

ii obscene.

The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary

to dedcide that question.

\

Instead, assuming that

the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution

l

in the community at large would be protected by the
First Amendment, the court held that on a university
campus "freedom of ti:iM!ld1MI expression "J

_,,,,,

C could ;;~perly be "subordi~atited t~ :ther interests
such as, for example, the conventions of decency in the
use and display of language and pictures."

Id. at 145.

The court concluded that "Lt)he Constitution does not
compel the University [to allow] such publications as
the one in litigation to be publicly sold or distributed
on the open campus."

Id.

This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 109 (1972) in which, while
~
a state university's_ prerogative to tat 1
L~~t\

reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed
that "state colleges and universities are not enclaves immune
from the sweep of the First Amendment."

Id.

at 180.

See Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District,
393 U.S. 503 (1969),

~

We think Healy

makes it clear

o--~~~,::;

c--c-c.C¢o .z.,;c

that the dessimination of ideas--no matter how. ne111L11r.q -/\

on a university campus may not be shut off in the name /

--4--

alone of "conventions of decency."

Other recent

precedents of this Court make it equally clear that
political
neither the/cartoon

nor the headline story invo#lved

in this case can be labelled as constitutionally
_

j

,

I

I

(\

Rider A, p. · 4 (Papish) 2/12/73

J

I~

There is language in the opinion below which suggests that

the University's action here could be viewed as an exercise of its
legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the
time, place and manner of speech and its dissemination.

While

we have repeatedly approved such regulatory authority, ~- ~-, 408
U.S. at 192-193, the facts set forth in the opinions below show
clearly that petitioner was dismissed because of the liftdo<i1'a-a:le
content of the newspaper rather than the time, place or manner of
its distribution.

-------/\ -- -

--- - - - -

-

l,.:

barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons,
CL/.l.--' a- ~~
to reinstate her ( in the graduate program.

Reversed and remanded.

'

FOOTNOTES

J./

This charge was contained in a letter from the

University's Dean of Students

I

~

in the Court of Appeals opinion.

.

AA

I.be oba.ae,

aiqi

reprinted

464 F.2d 136, 139 (44

8th Cir. 1972).

...1../

In pertinent part, the By-Law states:

\

"Students enrolled in the University assume an obligation and are expected by the University to conduct
themselves in a manner compatible with the University's functions and missions as an educational
institution. For that purpose students are required
to observe generally accepted standards of conduct
• • • • (rJndecent conduct or speech . • • are example
of conduct which would contravene this standard
" 464 F.2d, at 138.

....

---

3/

Th0 :Wsi.v'3.rsi:-ty' s J;},ati e:Re.Q ~h Miss Papish, a 32-year-

was admitted

old

to the graduate school of the University in Se~tember,
1963.

Five and one-half years later, when the episode under

consideration occurred, she was still pursuing her graduate
delgree.

She was on "academic probation" because of

"prolonged submarginal academic profgress," and since
November 1, 1967 she ~

been on disciplinary

probation for dessiminating SDS literature found at a
University hearing to have contained "pornographic,
indecent and obscene words."

This dessimination had occurred

at a time when the University was hosting high school
seniors and their parents.

464 F.2d, at

I

139 nn 3 & 4.

But disenchantment with Miss Papish's performance,
understandable as it may have been, is no justification
for denial of constitutional rights.

~Prefatoril#ally,

the District Court held that

Petitioner, who was a nonresident of Missouri, was

\

t

powerless to complain of her dismissal because she I
enjoyed

i~d no "federally

protected or other right to attend

a state university of a state of which she is not a domiciled
resident."

331 F. Supp. at 1326.

The Court of Appeals,

because it affirmed on a different ground, deemed it
"unnecessary to comment" upon this rationale.
at 141 n.9.

The District Court's reasoning is directly

inconsistent with a long line
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464 F.2d,

this

See Perry v. Sindermann,

408 U.S. 593, 596-598 (1972) and the cases cited therein,

l
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Under the authority of Gooding and Cohen 1 we have

vacated and remanded for reconsideration a number
of cases ~1e,o3si Ul\ involving dll#61 the same expl'r~ive
used in this newspaper headline.
U.S.

Cason v. City of Columbus,

(1972h lt Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U.S.

901 (1972); Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U.S. 913
(1972); Brown v. Oklahoma, 408 U.S. 914 (1972).

\

Cf.

Keefe v. Geanakos, 418 F.2d 359, 361 & n.7 (1st Cir.
1969).

l

"

There is language in the opinion below which suggests that
the University's action here could be viewed as an exercise of its
legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the
time, place and manner of speech and its dissemination. While
we have repeatedly approved such regulatory authority, !.· g., 408
U.S. at 192-193, the facts set forth in the opinions below show
clearly that petitioner was dismissed because of the undesirable
content of the newspaper rather than the time, place or manner of
its distribution.
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The University's patience with Miss Papish, a 32-year-old
graduate 'student,' had worn rather thin. She.was admitted to the
gnduate school of the U'~lyerslty

m,, September 1963.

Five and a

half years later, when the
__ eptsode··under consideration occurred,
, ..
,•

she was still pursuing ineffec~lly her gr~te ·degree.

She was

on "academic probation" because of prolonged submarginal academic

•*••• progress", and since,November 1, 1967 she had also been
on disciplinary probation for disseminating SOS literature found

at a University hearing to have contained~ ''pornographic,
indecent and obscene words". See opinion of Court of Apptals
for the Eighth Circuit 464 F. 2d 136 (1972), notes 3 and 4 thereof.
But disenchantment with Miss Papish 's performance, 1Dtderstandable

as tt may have been, ts no justifiction for dental of constitutional
rights.
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Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, was expelled for distributing on campus a ne,Yspaper "containing forms of indecent speech" 1 in violation of the Bylaws of the Board
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground , had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question was found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another ne\Yspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " ... vVith
Liberty and Justice for All." Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted,"
which discussed the trial and acquittal on an assault
charge of a New York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the Wall,
M-----f-----. ''
Following a hearing, the Student Conduct Committee
found that petitioner had violated Paragraph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which reThi~ chnq:re wns conta ined in a lette r from the Unin' r, ity'" Dean
of Studen ts . whirh is reprin ted in th e Court of Appcnls opinion .
464 F . 2d 136, 139 (CAS 1972 ).
1
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech." 2 Her dismissal, after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Curators, was made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of the semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade."
After exhausting her administrative review alternatives within the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U. S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F. Supp. 1321 , and the Court of Appeals affirmed ,
one judge dissenting. 464 F. 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
In pertinent p:ut , the B~·-Lnw stntc~:
"Studen t::; enrolled in t he U niwr8itv asrnme :1 11 obligation nnd are
expected b~- the UniYersity to conduct them,eh-cs in a m:1nner
r ompntible with the Universit~·'s function, nnd missions n:a: an educational irn,titution. For that purpose ,t udcnts a rc required to obsnn·
generally accepted :a:tandards of conduc-t . . . . fI]ndeccnt conduct
or speech . . . arc cxamplPs of conduct which would contravene
thi~ standn rd . . . . " 464 F. 2d , at 138.
a Miss Papish. a 32-year-old gradunte student, wn~ admitted to
the graduate school of the UniYersi1y in September 1961. Five a nd
one-hnlf Yen rs later, when the episode under consideration occurred,
she wa s ,:t ill pursuing her gradunte degree. She ,m s on "acadcmir
probation" because of "prolonged submarginal ncadcmic progress ,"
and since November 1, 1967 , she also had been on disriplinnry prob:1tion for disseminating SDS literntnre found at a uninffit~- hea ring to haxe contained "pornographic, indecent and obscene words."
This disscminntion hnd occurred nt a time when the Univer::;ity was
hosting high school senior., and their parents. 464 F. 2d , at 139
nn. 3 and 4. But disenchantment " ·ith l\liss Pnpish's performance,
understandable as it mny hnn been , is no justification for denial of
constitutional rights.
2
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,ms denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in part,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large would be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as, for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id., at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [ to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 109 (1972), in which.
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id., at 180. See Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District, 393 U. S. 503 (1969). We
think Healy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
of ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
university campus may not be shut off in the name alone
4
Prefatoriall~·, the District Court held that petitioner, who was a
nonresident of Missouri, was powerless to complain of her dismissal
because she enjoyed no "federall y protected or other right to attend
a state university of a state of which she is not a domiciled resident."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, because it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it " unnecessary to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The District Court's reasoning is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and the cases cited therein.
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of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents
of this Court make it equally clear that neither the political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
case can be labelled as constitutionally obscene or
otherwise unprotected. E. g., Kais v. Wisconsin, 408U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.~ . 518(1972); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971).,1 There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exercise
of its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the time, place, and manner of speech and
its dissemination. While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority, e. g., 408 U. S., at 192-193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, or
manner of its distribution.
Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
with respect to the content of speech, and because the·
University's action here cannot be justified as a nondiscriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
conduct/" the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for the
semester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

Reversed and remanded.
Under the authority of Gooding and Cohen, we have vacated
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases involving the
same expletive used in this newspaper head.line. Cason '"· City of
Columbus, - - U.S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey , 408 U. S.
901 (1972); L ewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown v. Oklahoma, 408 U. S. 914 (1972). Cf. Keefe v. Geanakos,.
418 F. 2d 359, 361 and n. 7 (CAl 1969).
5
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Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, was expelled for distributing on campus a newspaper "containing forms of indecent speech" 1 in violation of the Bylaws of the Board
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground, had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question was found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another newspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " ... With
Liberty and Justice for All." Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted,''
which discussed the trial and acquittal on .an assault
charge of a Kew York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the "\iV all,
M-----f-----."
Following a hearing. the Student Conduct Committee
found that petitioner had violated Paragraph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which reThi,; charge was contained in n letter from t he Unin' r~il~·'s Dean
of Students. "·!rich is reprinted in the Court of Appeals opinion.
464 F. 2d 136, 139 (CAS 1972).
1
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech." " Her dismissal. after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Cur-ators, was made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of the semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade."
After exhausting her administrative review alternatives within the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U. S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F. Supp. 1321, and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting. 464 F. 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
" In pertinen t part , the By-Law states :
·'Students enroll ed in t he Uni\·er;;it~, assume an obligation and are
expected b~, t he UniYersit~· to conduct themselves in a manner
compatible with the Uni1·er~it~· 's function s and missions ns nn educational inst itution. For t hat purpose Rt udentR arc required to observe
generally accepted standa rds of conduct . . . . [I] ndecent conduct
or speech . . . arc examples of conduct which would contravene
thi;; standa rd .. . ." 46-1 F. 2d, at 138.
"Mi~s Papish , a 32-~·ear-old graduate student , wa s admi tted to
the graduate school of the Uni\·ersit~· in September 1963. Five and
one-half years late r, when the episode under consideration occurred,
she was st ill pursuing her graduate degree. She w::is on '"academic
probation" because of "prolonged submarginal academic progress,"·
and since November 1, 1967, she also had been on disciplinary probation fo r disseminating SDS lit erature found at a university hearing to have contained " pornographic, indecent and obscene words."
This dissemination had occurred at a time when the University was
host ing high school seniors and their parents. 4-64 F . 2d, at 139
nn. 3 and 4. But disenchantment with Miss Papish's performance,
understandable as it ma y have been, is 110 justification for denial of
constitutional rights.
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was denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in part,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large would be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as, for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id., at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [ to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 109 (1972), in which,
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id., at 180. See Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969). We
think Healy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
of ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
university campus may not be shut off in the name alone
Prefatorially, the District Court held that petitioner, who was a
nonresident of Missouri, was powerless to complain of her dismissal
because she enjoyed no "federally protected or other right to attend
a state university of a state of which she is not a domiciled resident."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, because it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it "unnecessary to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The District Court's reasoning is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and the cases cited therein.
4
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of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents
of this Court make it equally clear that neither the political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
case can be labelled as constitutionally obscene or
otherwise unprotected. E . g., Kais v. Wisconsin, 408
U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U. S. 518
(1972); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971). There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exercise
of its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulatii:ms as to the time, place, and manner of speech and
its dissemination. While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority, e. g., 408 U.S., at 192-193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, or
manner of its distribution.
Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
with respect to the content of speech, and because the
University's action here cannot be justified as a nondiscriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
conduct,5 the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for the
semester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

Reversed and remanded.
5 Under the aut hority of Gooding and Cohen, we have vacated
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases involving the
same expletive used in this newspaper headline.
Cason v, City of
Columbus, - - U. S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S.
901 (1972); Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown v. Oklahoma, 408 U.S. 914 (1972) . Cf. Keefe v. Geanakos,.
418 F. 2d 359, 361 and n. 7 (CAl 1969).
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l\1R. JUSTICE REHNQUIST, dissenting.
We held in Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972) ,
that "state colleges and universities are not enclaves
immune from the sweep of the First Amendment. " But
that general proposition does not decide the concrete case
now before us. Healy held that the public university
there involved had not afforded adequate notice and
hearing of the action it proposed to take with respect to
the students involved. Here the Court of Appeals found,
and that finding is not questioned in the Court's opinion,
that "the issue arises in the context of a student dismissal, after service of written charges and after a full
and fair hearing, for violation of a University rule of
conduct."
Both because I do not believe proper exercise of our
jurisdiction warrants summary reversal in a case dependent in part on assessment of the record and not
squarely governed by one of our decisions, and because
I have serious reservations about the result reached by
the Court, I dissent from the summary disposition of this
case.
I
Petitioner Papish has for many years been a graduate
student at the University of Missouri. Judge Stephenson, writing for the Court of Appeals in this case, summarized her record in these words:
"Miss Papish's academic record reveals that she
was in no rush to complete the requirements for her
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graduate degree in journa1ism. She possesses a 1958
academic degree from the University of Connecticut;
she ,ms admitted to graduate school at the University of Missouri in September in 1963; and although
she attended school through the fall, winter, and
summer semesters, she was, after six years of work,
making little, if any, significant progress to,mrd the
achievement of her stated academic objective. At
the time of her dismissal , Miss Papish ,ms enrolled
in a one-hour course entitled 'Research Journalism'
and in a three-hour course entitled 'Ceramics IV.'
In the semester immediately preceding her dismissal,
she was enrolled only in 'Ceramics III .' "
·w hatever may have been her lack of ability or motivation in the academic area. petitioner had been active on
other fronts. In the words of the Court of Appeals:
"On November 1, 1967, the faculty committee on
student conduct, after notice of charges and a hearing. placed Miss Papish on disciplinary probation
for the remainder of her student status at the University. The basis for her probation ,ms her violation of the general standard of student conduct . . ..
This action arose out of events ,Yhich took place on
October 14, 1967 at a time ,Yhen the University ,ms
hosting high school seniors and their parents for
the purpose of acquainting them ,Yith its education
programs and other aspects of campus life. She
specifically ,ms charged , inter alia , was openly distributing, on University grounds. ,Yithout the permission of appropriate l:niversity personnel. tv,·o
non-University publications of the Students for
Democratic Society ( S. D. S.) . It ,ms alleged that
the notice of charges, and apparently established
at the ensuing hearing, that one of these publications,
the A·ew Left 1Yotes contained pornographic, indecent and obscene words. 'f--- .' 'bulls---,' and 'sh--s.' ''

PAPISH
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The notice of charges also recites that the other
publication , the CIA at College: Into Twilight and
Back, contained "a pornographic and indecent picture depicting t.wo rats apparently fornicating on
its cover ... .
"Some two weeks prior to the incident causing her
dismissal, Miss Papish ,rns placed on academic probation because of prolonged submarginal academic
progress. It was a condition of this probation that
she pursue satisfactory ,rnrk on her thesis, and that
such ,rnrk be evidenced by the completion and presentation of several completed chapters to her thesis
advisor by the end of the semester. By letter dated
January 31 , 1969, Miss Papish was notified that her
failure to comply with the special condition within
the time specified would result in the termination
of her candidacy for a graduate degree."

It was in the light of this background that respondents
finally expelled petitioner for the incident described in
the Court's opinion. The Court fails to note. ho,rnver,
two findings made by the District Court with respect to
the circumstances under which petitioner hawked her
newspaper near the memorial tower of the University:
"The memorial tower is a central unit of integrated
structures dedicated to the memory of those students who died in the armed services in World Wars
I and II. Other adjacent units include the student
union and a non-sectarian chapel for prayer and
meditation. Through the memorial arch passed parents of students, guests of the University, students,
including many persons under eighteen years of age
and pre-school students." Ptn., 26a.
"The plaintiff knowingly and intentionally participated in distributing the publication to provoke a
confrontation 1Yith the authorities by pandering the
publication with crude, puerile, vulgar obscenities."

4
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II
I continue to adhere to the dissenting vie,Ys expressed
in Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S. 901 (1972), that
the public use of the word "M-----f-----" is "lewd and
obscene" as those terms were used by the Court in
Chaplinski v. New Hampshire, 315 U. S. 568 ( 1942).
There the Court said:
"There are certain well-defined and narrowly liinited classes of speech, the prevention and punishment of which have never been thought to raise
any constitutional problems. These include the
lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous. and
the insulting or 'fighting' ,rnrds-those which by
there very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite
an immediate breach of the peace. It has been
well observed that such utterances are no essential
part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight
social value as a step to truth that any benefit that
may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by
the social interest in order and morality." 315 U. S.,
at 571-572.
But even were I convinced of the correctness of the
Court's disposition of Rosen!eld, I would not think it
should control the outcome of this case. It simply does
not follow under any of our decisions or from the language of the First Amendment itself that because petitioner could not be criminally prosecuted by the Missouri state courts for the conduct in question, that she
may not therefore be expelled from the University of
Missouri for the same conduct. A state university is
an establishment for the purpose of educating the State's
young people, supported by the tax revenues of the State's
citizens. The notion that the officials lawfully charged
with the governance of the university have so little control over the environment for which they are responsible
that they may not prevent the public distribution of a
newspaper on campus which contained the language de-
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scribed in the Court's opinion is quite unacceptable to,
me, and I would suspect would have been equally unacceptable to the Framers of the First Amendment. This is
indeed a case where the observation of a unanimous Court
in Chaplinski that "such utterances are no essential part
of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight social
value as a step to truth that any benefit that may bederived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality" applies with compelling
force.
III
The Court cautions that "disenchantment with Miss
Papish's performance, understandable as it may have
been, is no justification for denial of constitutional rights."·
Quite so. But a wooden insistence on equating, for constitutional purposes, the authority of the State to criminally punish with its authority to exercise even a modicum of control over the University which it operates,
serves neither the Constitution nor public education well.
There is reason to think that the "disenchantment" of
which the Court speaks may, after this decision, become
widespread among taxpayers and legislators. The system
of tax supported public universities which has grown up,
in this country is one of its truly great accomplishments;
if they are to continue to grow and thrive to serve an
expanding population, they must have something more
than the grudging support of taxpayers and legislators.
But one can scarcely blame the latter, if told by the Court
that their only function is to supply tax money for the
operation of the University, the "disenchantment" may
reach such a point that they doubt the game is worth
the candle.
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MR. JusTICE REHNQUIST\-- di~ en~
We held in Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972).
that "state colleges and universities are not enclaves
immune from the sweep of the First Amendment." But
that general proposition does not decide the concrete case
now before us. Healy held that the public university
there involved had not afforded adequate notice and
hearing of the action it proposed to take with respectto
the students involved. Here the Court of Appeals found ,
and that finding is not questioned in the Court's opinion ,
that "the issue arises in the context of a student dismissal, after service of written charges and after a full
and fair hearing, for violation of a University rule of
conduct."
Both because I do not believe proper exercise of our
jurisdiction warrants summary reversal in a case dependent in J?art on assessment of the record and not
squarely governed by one of ...2.1!!:. decisions, and bee~
I have serious reservations about the result reached by
the Court, I dissent from the summary disposition of this
case.

I
Petitioner Papish has for many years been a graduate
student at the University of Missouri. Judge Stephenson, writing for the Court of Appeals in this case, summarized her record in these words:
"Miss Papish's academic record reveals that she
was in no rush to complete the requirements for her
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graduate degree in journalism. She possesses a 1958
academic degree from the University of Connecticut;
she ,rns admitted to graduate school at the University of Missouri in September in 1963; and although
she attended school through the fall. "·inter. and
summer semesters, she was, after six years of work,
making little, if any, significant progress tmmrd the
achievement of her stated academic objective. At
the time of her dismissal, Miss Papish was enrolled
in a one-hour course entitled 'Research Journalism'
and in a three-hour course entitled 'Ceramics IV. '
In the semester immediately preceding her dismissal,
she ,ms enrolled only in 'Ceramics III.' "
Whatever ma.y have been her lack of ability or motivation in the academic area, petitioner had been active on
other fronts. In the words of the Court of Appeals:
"On November 1. 1967. the faculty committee on
student conduct. after notice of charges and a hearing. placed Miss Papish on disciplinary probation
for the remainder of her student status at the University. The basis for her probation ,ms her violation of the general standard of student conduct . .. .
This action arose out of events which took place on
October 14, 1967 at a time ,Yhen the University ,ms
hosting high school seniors and their parents for
the purpose of acquainting them ,Yith its education
programs and other aspects of campus life. She
specifically was charged, inter alia, was openly distributing. on University grounds. "·ithout the permission of appropriate University personnel. t,rn
non-University publications of the Students for
Democratic Society (S. D . S.). It ,ms alleged that
the notice of charges, and apparently established
at the ensuing hearing, that one of these publications,
the 1Yew Left 1Yotes contained pornographic. indecent and obscene words. 'f---,' 'bulls--- ,' and 'sh--s.' ,,.

,,,
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The notice of charges also recites that the other
publication, the CIA at College: Into Twilight and
Back, contained "a pornographic and indecent picture depicting hrn rats apparently fornicating on
its cover .. . .
"Some two weeks prior to the incident causing her
dismissal, Miss Papish was placed on academic probation because of prolonged submarginal academic
progress. It was a condition of this probation that
she pursue satisfactory work on her thesis, and that
such ,York be evidenced by the completion and presentation of several completed chapters to her thesis
advisor by the end of the semester. By letter dated
January 31 , 1969, Miss Papish was notified that her
failure to comply ,vith the special condition within
the time specified would result in the termination
of her candidacy for a graduate degree."

It ,rns in the light of this background that respondents
finally expelled petitioner for the incident described in
the Court's opinion. The Court fails to note, however,
two findings made by the District Court with respect to
the circums ances un er w 1c 1 petit10ner hawked her
;;wspaper near the memorial tower of the University:
"The memorial tower is a central unit of integrated
structures dedicated to the memory of those students ,Yho died in the armed services in vVorld Wars
I and II. Other adjacent units include the student
union and a non-sectarian chapel for prayer and
meditation. Through the memorial arch passed parents of students, guests of the University, students,
including many persons under eighteen years of age
and pre-school students." Ptn., 26a.
"The plaintiff knowingly and intentionally participated in distributing the public.ation. t~ov_~ke a l
confrontation with the ~oritie.t,b:y pandermgt}'ie_ ('
publication ,villi crude, puerile, ':'ulgar obscenities."
1

4
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II
I continue to adhere to the dissenting views expressed
in Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S. 901 ( 1972), that
the public use of the word "M-----f-----" is "lmYd and
obscene" as those terms were used by the Court in
Chaplinski v. New Hampshire, 315 U. S. 568 (1942) ..
There the Court said:
"There are certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech , the prevention and punishment of which have never been thought to raise
any constitutional problems. These include the
lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous. and
the insulting or 'fighting' words-those which by
there very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite
an immediate breach of the peace. It has been
well observed that such utterances are no essential
part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight
social value as a step to truth that any benefit that
may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by
the social interest in order and morality." 315 U. S.,
at 571-572.
But even were I convinced of the correctness of the
Court's disposition of Rosenfeld, I would not think it
should control the outcome of this case. It simply does
not follow under any of our decisions or from the language of the First Amendment itself that because petitioner could not be criminally prosecuted by the Missouri state courts for the conduct in question, that she
may not therefore be expelled from the University of
Missouri for the same conduct. ll..§1ate__univ_§r§i.ty is
an establishment for the purpose of educating the State's
young peoule, supported by the tax revenues-;T'the"state1's
citizens. The not10n that the officials lawfully charged
with the governance of the university have so little control over the environment for which they are responsible
that they may not prevent the public distribution of a
newspaper on campus which contained the language de-
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scribed in the Court's opinion is quite unacceptable to
me, and I would suspect would have been equally unacceptable to the Framers of the First Amendment. This is
indeed a case ,vhere the observation of a unanimous Court
in Chaplinski that "such utterances are no essential part
of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight social
value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be·
derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality" applies with compelling
force.
III
The Court cautions that "disenchantment with Miss
Papish's performance, understandable as it may have
been, is no justification for denial of constitutional rights."
Quite so. But a wooden insistence on equating, for constitutional purposes, the authority of the State to criminally punish with its authority to exercise even a modicum of control over the University which it operates,
serves neither the Constitution nor public education well.
There is reason to think that the "disenchantment" of
which the Court speaks may, after this decision, become
widespread among taxpayers and legislators. The system
of tax supported public universities which has grown upin this country is one of its truly great accomplishments;
if they are to continue to grow and thrive to serve an
expanding population, they must have something more·
than the grudging support of taxpayers and legislators.
But one can scarcely blame the latter, if told by the Court
that their only function is to supply tax money for the
operation of the University, the "disenchantment" may
reach such a point that they doubt the game is worth
the candle.
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R\RBARA SUSAN PAPISH v. THE BOARD OF
CURATORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI ET AL.
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No. 72-794.
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PER CuRIAM.

;; /;;/

Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism , was expelled for distributing on campus a newspaper "containing
forms of in.._
1
decent SJ)eech" in violation of the Bylaws
of the Board
~
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground , had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question ,ms found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another ne,vspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " .. . With
Liberty and Justice for All. " Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted ,''
which discussed the trial and acquittal on an assault
charge of a New York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the Wall,
M-----f-----.''
Following a hearing. the Student Conduct Committee
found that petitioner had violated Paragraph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which re1 This charge wn s contained in a letter from the UniYer~it)·',. D ean
of Student~. which is reprinted in i he Court of Appeals opinion.
46-! F. 2d 136, 139 (CAS 1972).
.,
;.....~~
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech." " H er dismissal, after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Curators, was made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of th e semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade. 3
After exhausting her administrative review alternatives within the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U. S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F . Supp. 1321, and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting. 464 F. 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
~ In pertinent part, the B>·-Law stat r s :
"St uden ts enrolled in the Uni,·er"it>· a~"urn c an obligation and are
rxperted b>· the UniYersit>· to condu ct themselves in a ma nner
romp:1tiblr "·ith the Uniwrsit>·'s fun ction~ :1nd mis,-ions n,- :111 r duration:11 institution. For that purpose "tudcnts are rrquirrcl to obse1Te
gcnerall:v :1cceptrd stn nclards of condu ct . . . . fl]nd eeent condu ct
or speech . . . arc rx:unples of condu ct whirh would cont ravene
thi~ standard ... ." 464 F . 2d. at 138.
3 Mis8 Papish, a 32->·ea r-old graduate student , \Ya s admitted t o.
t he graduate school of the Unirnrsit>· in September 1963. Firn and
one-half >·ea rs b ter , when the epif'odc under consideration ocrnrrrd,
~he w:1s still pursuing her gn1duate degree. She ,m s on "academic
probation" because of " prolongrd submarginal ncadcmic progress,"
:i ncl since November 1, 1967 . she also had been on di"ciplinnry probat ion fo r disscmin:1ting SDS literature found at a university hea ring t o lrnxe contained "pornographic, indecent and obscene words."
This dissemination had occurred at a time when the Univcr:;it>· was
host ing high school senior~ and their pnrents. 464 F . 2d , at 139
nn. 3 and 4. But disenclrnntment with Miss Papish's performance,
understandabl e as it may lrnn been, is no justification for denial of
constitutional rights.

.,/
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"·as denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in pa.rt,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large would be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as, for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id., at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [ to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 1
(1972), in which,
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id., at 180. See Tinker v. Des J.v l oines
Independent School District, 393 U. S. 503 (1969). We
think Healy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
()f ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
~
iversity campus may not be shut off in the name alone
Prefatorially, the District Court held that petitioner, who was a
nonresident of Missouri, was powerless to complain of her di8rnissal
beca use she enjoyed no "federally protected or other righ t to attend
a state university of a state of which she is not a domiciled resident."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, because it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it "unnecessary to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The District Court's reasoning is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and t he cases cited therein.
4

'
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It is true, as the dissent indicates, that the

District Court emphasized that the newspaper was
distributed near the University's memorial tower
c. o,~c:.lvd tJ
and / that Petitioner was engaged in "pandering."
The opinion makes clear, however, that the reference
to "pandering" was addressed to the content of the
newspaper and to the organization on the front page of
the cartoon and the headline, rather than to the
I

manner in which the newspaper was d~sst minated.
331 F. Supp., at 1325, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332.
As the Court of Appeals opinion states, " [ t ihe facts are
not in dispute."

464 F.2d, at 138.

The charge against

Petitioner was quite unrelated to either the place or manner
of distribution.

The Dean's charge stated that the

"forms of speech" contained in the newspaper were
"improper on the University campus."

Id. at 139.

Moreover, the majority below quoted without disapproval
Petitioner's verified affidavit stating that "no disruptdion
of the University's functions occurred in connection with
the distribution."

Id. at 139-140. Likewise, both the

dissenting opinion in the Court of Appeals and the
District Court opinion, refer to this same uncontroverted
fact.

Id. at 145; 331 F. Supp., at

\.
briefs filed
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It is true, as the dissent indicates, that the

District Court emphasized that the newspaper was
distributed near the University's memorial tower
C. O',,..

c.i 11d td

and / that Petitioner was engaged in "pandering."
The opinion makes clear, however, that the reference
to "pandering" was addressed to the content of the
newspaper and to the organization on the front page of
the cartoon and the headline, rather than to the
I

manner in which the newspaper was d~ssl'minated.
331 F. Supp., at 1325, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332.
As the Court of Appeals opinion states, " [ the facts are
not in dispute."

464 F.2d, at 138.

The charge against

Petitioner was quite unrelated to either the place or manner
of distribution.

The Dean's charge stated that the

"forms of speech" contained in the newspaper were
"improper on the University campus."

Id. at 139.

Moreover, the majority below quoted without disapproval
Petitioner's verified affidavit stating that "no disruptliion
n-f'
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Rider A, footnote 6 2/16/73

Thus, in the absence of any disruption of campus order or interference
/

with the right s of others, the sole issue was whether a state
university could proscribe this form of expression.
~

in

rt do not suggest the existence of'{uch • dispute.
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of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents
of this Court make it equally clear that neither the political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
rase can be labelled as constitutionally obscene or
othenvise unprotected. E. g., Kais v. Wisconsin, 408U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U. ~S. 518(1972); Cohen Y. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971).~ There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exerciseof its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the time, place, and manner of speech and
its dissemination. While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority, e. g., 408 U. S., at 192-193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, o,
manner of its distribution. __,.
Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
~ respect to the content of speech, and because the
'-._J} mversity's action here cannot be justified as a nondiscriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
conduct,• the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for thesemester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

,.. l\tNtJilij_

Reversed and remanded ..

Under the authority of Gooding and Cohen, we have vacated
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases involving the
same expletive used in this newspaper headline.
Cason v. City of"
Columbus, - - U. S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S.
901 (1972) ; Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown v. Oklahoma, 408 U. S. 914 (1972) . Cf. K eefe v. Geanakos,.
418 F. 2d 359,361 and n. 7 (CAl 1969) .
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CumAM.
Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, was expelled for distributing on campus a ne,Yspaper "containing forms of indecent speech" 1 in violation of the By-Laws of the Board
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground, had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question was found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another newspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " ... With
Liberty and Justice for All." Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted,''
which discussed the trial and acquittal on .an assault
charge of a New York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the Wall,
M-----f-----.''
Following a hearing, the Student Conduct Committee
found that petitioner had violated Para.graph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which rePER

This charge was contained in a letter from the University's Dean
of Students, which is reprinted in the Court of Appeals opinion.
464 F. 2d 136, 139 (CA8 1972).
1
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech." ~ Her dismissal, after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Curators, ,ms made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of the semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade. 3
After exhausting her administrative revie,,; alternatives y1·ithin the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U. S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F. Supp. 1321, and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting. 464 F . 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
In pertinent pnrt, the B~·-Law stntcs :
"Students enrolled in the Uni,·ersit\· nssmne an obligation flnd are
expected b:, the Unin'rsitY to conduct them8e!Yes in a manner
compatible \Yith the UniYersitY's functions and missions "s an cduration nl institution. For thnt purpose !'tudcnts nre rC'quired to oh,,C'tTC'gencra.11~· accepted stanclnrds of rondurt .
rIJnclcrent conduct
or speech . . . arc exampl es of conclurt which would contranne
this stflndarcl . . . . " 46-1 F. 2d, at 13S.
'~:\Iiss Papish, a 32-~·car-old grncluatr student. '""s ndmitt C'd to
the graduate school of the Uni,·er,,it!· in September 1963. Fin· and
one-half ~-eflrs later, when the episodr under considrration orcurrC'd,
she \\·rrs still pursuing her gradu"te drgrec. She was on ":1c,1dcmi<'
probation" becau"c of "prolonged submnrginrrl :1c:idC'mic progrc,s,"·
and since Kowmbrr 1, 1967. 8he also had been on disciplinrrr~' probrrtion for di~scmin:1ting SDS liternturc found at a uniYer~it!· hearing to lrnxe contained "pornogr:iphic, indecent and ob~cene \\·ords."
This disseminntion lrnd orrurred at a tinw when the Unin~r~ity was
hosting high ~chool ~enior:; and their pnrcnts. 464 F. 2d , at 139
nn . 3 and 4. But disenchrrntment with Miss Pnpish's perform:ince,
unc\er.;tandable ns it mn)· haYc been, is no justification for denial of
constitutional rights.
2
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was denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in part,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large would be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as, for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id., at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [ to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 169 (1972), in which,
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id., at 180. See Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969) . We
think Healy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
of ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
state university campus may not be shut off in the name
Prefatorially, the District Court held that petitioner, \\·ho was a
nonresident of ).lissouri, was powerless to complain of her di,mis,;al
because she enjoyed no "federally protected or other right to attend
a !'tate university of a state of which she is not a domiciled resident."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, because it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it "unnece~rnry to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The Di,trict Court's reasoning is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry Y. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and the cases cited therein.
4
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alone of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents of this Court make it equally clear that neither the
political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
case can be labelled as constitutionally obscene or
otherwise unprotected. E . g., Kais v. ·wisconsin, 408
U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson , 405 U. S. 518
(1972); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971)." There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exercise
of its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the time. place. and manner of speech and
its dissemination. While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority. e. g., 408 U . S., at 192-193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, or
manner of its distribution. 6
5 Under the authorit~• of Gooding and Cohen, we haYe nrated
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases involving the
same expletive used in this newspaper headline.
Cason ,·. City of
Columbus, - - U. S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S.
901 (1972); Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown Y. Oklahoma, 408 U.S. 914 (1972). Cf. Keefe Y. Geanakos,
418 F . 2d 359, 361 and n. 7 (CAl 1969).
r. It is true, as the dissent indicates, that the District Court. empba8ized that the newspaper was distributed near the University's
memorial tower and concluded that petitioner was engaged in
"pandering." The opinion makes clear, however, that the reference
to "pandering" was addressed to the content of the newspaper and
to the organization on the front page of the cartoon and the headline, rather than to the manner in which the newspaper was disseminated. 331 F. Supp., at 1325, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332. As the
Court of Appeals opinion states, "[t]he facts are not in dispute."
464 F. 2d, at 138. The charge against petitioner was quite unrelated
to either the place or manner of distriliution. The Dean's charge
stated that the "forms of speech" contained in the newspaper were
"improper on the University campus." Id., at 139. Moreover, the
majority below quoted without disapproval petitioner's verified affidavit stating that "no disruption of the University's functions
occurred in connection with the distribution." Id., at 139-140.
Likewise, both the dissenting opinion in the Court of Appeals and
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Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
with respect to the content of speech, and because the
state University's action here cannot be justified as a non- I
discriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
conduct, the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for the·
semester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

Reversed and remanded.

the District Court opm1on, refer to this same uncontroverted fact_
Id., at 145; 331 F . Supp., at 1328. Thus, in the absence of any
disruption of campus order or interference with the rights of others,
the sole issue was whether a state university could proscribe this
form of expression.
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Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, was expelled for distributing on campus a newspaper "containing forms of indecent speech" 1 in violation of the By-Laws of the Board
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground, had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question was found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another newspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " ... With
Liberty and Justice for All. " Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted,''
which discussed the trial and acquittal on an assault
charge of a New York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the Wall,
M-----f-----. ''
Following a hearing, the Student Conduct Committee·
found that petitioner had violated Paragraph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which re1

This charge was contained in a letter from the University's Dean
of Students, which is reprinted in the Court of Appeals opinion_
464 F. 2d 136, 139 (CAB 1972).
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech." " Her dismissal, after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Cur.a.tors, was made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of the semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade.'1
After exhausting her administrative review alternatives within the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U. S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F. Supp. 1321 , and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting. 464 F. 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
~ In pertinent p:u t , the By-L:rn· states :
"Students enrolled in the Univer:,; it_v a.ssume an obligation and are
rxpectcd by the Univer~it~· to condu ct thcmselve:,; in a mnnner
comp:1tible with the Univcr,-il y's function s and miRsions a:,; an edueational institution. For 1ha t purposr ~tudents are rrquired t o ob~r1Tr
genera.ll:, accr11trcl standards of conduct .
[I] ndecent conduct
or speech . .. are exampl es of conduct which would contravme
this standard .. . ." 464 F . 2d , at 138.
3 l\Iiss Papish, a 32-~·ca r-old graduat e student , ,ms admi tt rd to
the graduate school of the Universit~- in Septcrnbr r 196:'l. Fiw and
one-half years later, when the epi:,; ode under considrration occurred,
she wa:< still pursuing her graduate drgrer . She ,vn s on '· ncn drmic
probation" because of "prolonged s11bm!l rginal academic progress,"
and since November 1, 1967, she abo had been on di•ciplin:u-~- probation for dissrminating SDS litera ture found at a university hea ring to have contained " pornographic, indecent and obscen e ,rnrds."
This dissemina tion had occurred at a time when the Lniversity was
hosting high school senior~ and their parents. 464 F . 2d , at 139'
nn. 3 and 4. But di ~ench:mtment with l\Iiss Papish's performance,
under~tandable as it may have been. is no justification for denial of
constitutional rights.
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was denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in part,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large would be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as, for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id. , at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [ to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 169 (1972), in which,
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, ,rn reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id. , at 180. See Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District, 393 U. S. 503 (1969). We
think H ealy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
of ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
state university campus may not be shut off in the name
Prefatorial!y, the District Court held that petitioner, "·ho was a
nonresident of :.lissouri, was powerless to complain of her dismissal
because she enjoyed no "federally protected or other right to attend
a state univer,;ity of a state of which she is not a domiciled resident."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, because it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it "unnecessary to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The Di,;trict Court's reasonin~ is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry v. Sinderrnann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and the cases cited therein.
4

4
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alone of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents of this Court make it equally clear that neither the
political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
case can be labelled as constitutionally obscene or
otherwise unprotected. E. g., Kais v. liVisconsin, 408U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U. S. 518
(1972); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) ." There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exercise
of its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the time, place, and manner of speech and
its dissemination. While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority, e. g., 408 U. S., at 192-193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, or
manner of its distribution .6
Under the authorit:, of Gooding and Cohen, we have vacated
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases inYolving the
same expletive used in this newspaper headline. Cason Y. City of
Columbus, - - U. S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S.
901 (1972); Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown Y. Oklahoma, 408 U. S. 914 (1972). Cf. Keefe v. Geanakos,
418 F. 2d 359, 361 and n. 7 (CAl 1969).
6 It is true, as the dissent indicates, that the District Court emphasized that the newspaper was distributed near the University's
memorial tower and concluded that petitioner was engaged in
"pandering." The opin ion makes clear, however, that the reference
to "pandering" was addressed to the content of the newspaper and
to the organization on the front page of the cartoon and the headline, rather than to the manner in which the newspaper was disseminated. 331 F. Supp., at 1325, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332. As the
Court of Appeals opinion states, "[t]he facts are not in dispute."
464 F. 2d, at 138. The charge against petitioner was quite unrelated
to either the place or manner of distribution. The Dean's charge
stated that the "forms of speech" contained in the newspaper were
"improper on the University campus." Id. , at 139. Moreover, the
majority below quoted without disapprov[tl petitioner's verified affidavit stating that "no disruption of the University's functions
occurred in connection with the distribution." Id .. at 139-140.
Likewise, both the dissenting opinion in t he Court of Appeals and
5
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Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the·
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
with respect to the content of speech, and because the
state University's action here cannot be justified as a nondiscriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
co1i.auct, the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for the
semester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

Reversed and remanded ..

the District Court opm1on, refer to this same uncontroverted fact.
Id ., at 145; 331 F. Supp., at 1328. Thus, in the absence of any
disruption of campus order or interference with the rights of others,
the sole issue was whether a state university could proscribe this
form of expression.
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Petitioner, a graduate student in the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, was expelled for distributing on campus a newspaper "containing forms of indecent speech" 1 in violation of the By-Laws of the Board
of Curators. The newspaper, the Free Press Underground, had been sold on this state university campus
for more than four years pursuant to an authorization
obtained from the University Business Office. The particular newspaper issue in question ,vas found to be
unacceptable for two reasons. First, on the front cover
the publishers had reproduced a political cartoon previously printed in another newspaper depicting policemen raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of
Justice. The caption under the cartoon read: " ... With
Liberty and Justice for All." Secondly, the issue contained an article entitled "M-----f----- Acquitted,''
which discussed the trial and acquittal on an assault
charge of a New York City youth who was a member
of an organization known as "Up Against the Wall,
M-----f-----."
Following a hearing, the Student Conduct Committee
found that petitioner had violated Paragraph B of Art. A
of the General Standards of Student Conduct which re1
This charge was contained in a letter from the University's D ean
of Students, which is reprinted in the Court of Appeals opinion.
464 F. 2d 136, 139 (CAS 1972).
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quires students "to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct" and specifically prohibits "indecent conduct
or speech."~ Her dismissal, after affirmance first by
the Chancellor of the University and then by its Board
of Curators, was made effective in the middle of the
spring semester. Although she was then permitted to
remain on campus until the end of the semester, she was
not given credit for the one course in which she made a
passing grade. 3
After exhausting her administrative review alternatives within the University, petitioner brought an action
for declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to 42
U . S. C. § 1983 in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Missouri. She claimed that her
dismissal was improperly premised on activities protected
by the First Amendment. The District Court denied relief, 331 F. Supp. 1321. and the Court of Appeals affirmed,
one judge dissenting. 464 F . 2d 136. Rehearing en bane
" In pertinent p:ut, the BY-Law states:
"Students enrolled in the Unin'rsit~· a,sume an oblig:1tion and are
expected b~· the Uni,·er8 it~· to conduct thcmselws in a m:1nncr
compatible with the Uniyer,-:it~·'s function s and rni~,ion" as nn rducationnl institution. For that purpose l"tudents nre rrnuired to olvrrn·
generall_v accepted standnrds of conduct . . . . fI]ndeccnt conduct
or speech . . . arc examples of conduct which would contraYrnc
thi~ standard . . . . " 464 F. 2d, nt 138.
3 Miss Papish, a 32-~·ear-old graduate student. 1rn" admitted to
the graduate school of the Unin'rsit~· in Septrmbrr 196-'3. Fi1·r :1nd
one-half year,; later, \\·hen the episode under con~iderai ion or·rurrrd,
she wns still pursuing her grnduate degree. She was on '·acadcwic
probation" bccau,e of "prolonged submnrgirnil :1cndrmir progre,s,"
and since K owmber 1, 19o7. she nlso had been on disciplinar~· probntion for dissrminating SDS literature found at a uni,·ersit~- hrnring to ha,·e contained "pornogrnphic, i11decent and obscene 1Yord;::."
This dissemination had occnrred nt n timr when the lJniyersit~• was
hosting high school senior;; nnd their pnrcnts. 464 F. 2d, at 139
nn. 3 a.nd 4. But di~rnchantment w.ith Miss Papish's performance,
understandable as it m:i~- h:in bern, i,; no jnstific'ation for denial of
constitutional rights.
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was denied by an equally divided vote of all the judges
in the Eighth Circuit.
The District Court's opinion rests, in part,4 on the
conclusion that the banned issue of the newspaper was
obscene. The Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to
decide that question. Instead, assuming that the newspaper was not obscene and that its distribution in the
community at large ,vould be protected by the First
Amendment, the court held that on a university campus
"freedom of expression" could properly be "subordinated
to other interests such as. for example, the conventions
of decency in the use and display of language and pictures." Id., at 145. The court concluded that "[t]he
Constitution does not compel the University [to allow]
such publications as the one in litigation to be publicly
sold or distributed on the open campus." Ibid.
This case was decided several days before we handed
down Healy v. James, 408 U. S. 169 (1972), in which,
while recognizing a state university's undoubted prerogative to enforce reasonable rules governing student conduct, we reaffirmed that "state colleges and universities
are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First
Amendment." Id., at 180. See Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District, 393 U. S. 503 ( 1969) . We
think Healy makes it clear that the mere dissemination
of ideas-no matter how offensive to good taste-on a
state university campus may not be shut off in the name /
Prefatorial!v, the District Court held that petitioner, who was a
nonresident of 2\Iissouri, was powerless to complain of her dismi~sal
because she enjoyed no "federally protected or other right to attend
a state university of a state of which she is not a domiciled resid ent."
331 F. Supp., at 1326. The Court of Appeals, bcrause it affirmed
on a different ground, deemed it " unnece~sary to comment" upon this
rationale. 464 F. 2d, at 141 n. 9. The Dist rict Court's rea soning- is
directly inconsistent with a long line of controlling decisions of this
Court. See Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593, 596-598 (1972),
and the cases cited t herein.
4

4
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alone of "conventions of decency." Other recent precedents of this Court make it equally clear that neither the
political cartoon nor the headline story involved in this
case can be labe1led as constitutionally obscene or
otherwise unprotected. E. g., Kais v. Wisconsin , 408
U. S. 229 (1972); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U . S. 518
(1972); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) ." There
is language in the opinion below which suggests that the
University's action here could be viewed as an exercise
of its legitimate authority to enforce reasonable regulations as to the time, place, and manner of speech and
its dissemination . While we have repeatedly approved
such regulatory authority, e. g., 408 U . S., at 192- 193, the
facts set forth in the opinions below show clearly that
petitioner was dismissed because of the disapproved content of the newspaper rather than the time, place, or
manner of its distribution .6
0 Under the authority of Gooding and Cohen, wc have Yarat ed
and remanded for reconsideration a number of cases im·olving the
same expletirn used in this newspaper headline. Cason v. City of
Columbus, - - U.S. (1972); Rosenfeld v. N ew Jersey, 408 U.S.
901 (1972) ; Lewis v. City of N ew Orleans, 408 U. S. 913 (1972);
Brown '"· Oklahoma, 408 U. S. 914 (1972). Cf. K eefe v. Geanakos,
418 F. 2d 359, 361 and n. 7 (CA.11969).
G It is true, as the dissent indi cates , that the Dist rict Court. emphaRized that the newspaper was distribut ed nea r the Universit y's
memorial t ower and concluded th at petitioner was engaged in
"pandering." The opinion makes clea r, however, that the reference
to "pandering" was addressed to the content of t he newspaper and
to the organization on the front page of t he cartoon and the headline, rather than to the manner in which the newspaper was disseminated. 331 F. Supp ., at 1325, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332. As the
Court of Appeals opinion stat es , " [t]he facts arc not in dispute."
464 F. 2d , at 138. The charge aga inst petitioner was quite unrelated
to either the place or manner of distribution . The Dean's charge
stated that th e "forms of speech" contained in the newspaper were
"improper on the University campus." Id., at 139. Moreover, the
majority below quoted without disapproval petitioner's verified affidavit stating that "no disruption of the University's fun ctions
occurred in connection with the distribution." Id .. at 139-140.
Likewise, both the dissenting opinion in the Court of Appeals and
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Since the First Amendment leaves no room for the·
operation of a dual standard in the academic community
with respect to the content of speech, and because the
state University's action here cannot be justified as a non- I
discriminatory application of reasonable rules governing
conduct, the judgments of the courts below must be
reversed. This case is remanded to the District Court
and that court is instructed to order the University to
restore to petitioner any course credits she earned for the
semester in question and, unless she is barred from reinstatement for valid academic reasons, to reinstate her
as a student in the graduate program.

R eversed and remanded.

the District Court opimon, refer to t his same uncont ro verted fact. /
Id ., at 145; 331 F. Supp., at 1328. Thus, in t he absence of any
disruption of campus order or interference wit h t he rights of others,
t he sole issue was whether a state university could proscribe t his
form of expression.
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BARBARA SUSAN PAPISH v. THE BOARD OF
CURATORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI ET AL.
ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITEDSTATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT
No . 72-794.

D ecided March - , 1973

MR. CHIEF JusTICE BURGER, dissenting.
I join the dissent of J u sTICE REHNQUIST which follows
and add a few additional observations.
The present case is clearly distinguishable from the
Court's prior holdings in Cohen, Gooding, and Rosenfeld,
as erroneous as those holdings are.* Cohen, Gooding,
and Rosenfeld dealt with prosecutions under criminal
statutes which allowed the imposition of severe penalties.
Unlike such traditional First Amendment cases, we deal
here with rules which govern conduct on the campus of
a university.
In theory, at least, a university is not merely an arena
for the discussion of ideas by students and faculty; it
is also an institution where individuals learn to express
themselves in acceptable, civil terms. We provide that
environment to the end that students may learn the selfrestraint necessary to the functioning of a civilized society
and understand the need for those external restraints to
which we must all submit if group existence is to be
tolerable.
"·Cohen v. California, 403 U. S. 15, 27 (BLACKMUN, J., with whom
BURGER, C. J. and Black , J., join , dissent ing) (1971) ; Gooding v.
TVilson, 405 U. S. 518, 528 (BURGER, C. J., dissent ing) , 534 (BLACKMUN, J., dissenting) (1972 ); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U. S.
901 , 902 (BURGER, C. J ., dissenting) , 903 (POWELL, J ., dissent ing) ,
909 (REHNQUIST, J ., dissenting) (1972).
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I find it a curious-even bizarre-extension of Cohen,.
Gooding, and Rosenfeld to say that a university is impotent to deal with conduct such as that of the petitioner.
Students are, of course, free to criticize the university, its
faculty, or the government in vigorous or even harsh
terms. But it is not unreasonable or violative of the
Constitution to subject to disciplinary action those individuals who distribute publications which are at the
same time obscene and infantile. To preclude a university or college from regulating the distribution of
such obscene materials does not protect the values inherent in the First Amendment; rather, it demeans those
values. The anomaly of the Court's holding today is
suggested by its use of the now familiar "code" abbreviation for the petitioner's foul language.
The judgment of the Court of Appeals was eminently
correct. It should be affirmed.
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statutes which allowed the imposition of severe penalties.
Unlike such traditional First Amendment cases, we deal
here with rules which govern conduct on the campus of
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In theory, at least, a university is not merely an arena
for the discussion of ideas by students and faculty; it
is also an institution where individuals learn to express
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I find it a curious-even bizarre-extension of Cohenr
Gooding, and Rosenfeld to say that a university is impotent to deal with conduct such as that of the petitioner.
Students are, of course, free to criticize the university, its
faculty, or the government in vigorous or even harsh
terms. But it is not unreasonable or violative of the
Constitution to subject to disciplinary action those individuals who distribute publications which are at the
same time obscene and infantile. To preclude a university or college from regulating the distribution of
such obscene materials does not protect the values inherent in the First Amendment; rather, it demeans those
values. The aJ1omaly of the Court's holding today is
suggested by its use of the now familiar "code" abbrevia-.
tion for the petitioner's foul language.
The judgment of the Court of Appeals was eminently
correct. It should be affirmed.
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Re: Papish

•

I

am

ready to send this to the printer when it opens

\

tomorrow morning, but thought I would touch base with you
on two points first.
(1)

On apge 4 you crossed out the words "or otherwise

unprotected."

I was using those words to refer to the

possibility that the newspaper could have been banned

10~

,,....,

because it contained fighting words.

Tfhus also, m~ cite
v

to Gooding and Cohen.

l

I added this language because it

appears possible, based on the CA8 cites to Chaplinsky
that it regards Petr 0 s paper as unprotected because it
contained fighting words.
--(2) For the followimg two reasons, I question the

.
A

advisability of your footnote 3 in a Per Curiam opinion
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for the Courts
(a)

The implication of your note is that the Univerdi
sity's "idsenchantment" with Petr, and its lack of "patience"
with her, was in some way responsible for its impermissible
action in dismissing her.

I think the University will

not be flattered by this implication since I judge from

what we know of the record in this case that the school bent
over backwards to be fair.

She received a full and fair

She was given two administrative appeals.

She

was allowed to stay on campus for the remainder of the
semester.

While it does appear to be true that the DC and

\,Y\-'S "v,r> ~

CA were unsympathetic to her, the University's failing was

~

only in misjudging the limits of its power to restrict the

-~--'J,'LO

content of speech •
(b)

.:!:~0_:::~f-f::;:;&before

it.

The note might be read as disposing of a case not
That is, it appears to assume that Petr was

~ .~.
~ Lt~,:~~~::~\~~~
> 5
~~-

\
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properly placed on probation for d:stributing SDS material
on campus while high school seniors and their parents were
visiting.

Since the University's regulation is probably

overbroad and impermissibly vague there may be considerable
question whether her prior activity was properly punished.
I would take it out.
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said the majority improperly

treated t he case ·a s though
Miss Papish had been prosec_uted criminally rather than dis- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ciplined.
Rehnquist • said the ruling ,

,.

Justices Bar
Expulsion for
Foul Language

_ _ _1

/ · -;;;~ld s p re a d "dl.senchantment" just when the support
for public univers~ties w~s
most needed. He said the disenchantment of taxpayers and
legislators w as understandable and "may reach such a
point that they doubt the
game is worth the candle."
In other action:

Elections
BY upholding :m-day registration cutoffs in Arizona and1
Georgia, the court cut back
from its decision one year a~o l
which struck down long waiting periods
andrresidency
laws
olation
of the right
to
i rs: tbetween states. In that
five justices suggested
~hat
be ample
30 daysanymight
t
eserve
valid state int~r!!t in excluding new voters.
J · tic e Marshall Brennan
8
u I)ouglas
dissented yester~n
ay.

By John P. MacKe1;1zie
wa.•hln1ton Poat Staff Writer
.
·
A sharply divided Supreme Instead,
the court's· - unCourt ruled yesterday that a signed opinion used wh~t
state university may_ not expel !,Burger called "t?e. n~~ famlla student for distributing ?n tar 'code' a~b1:v1atlon for th~
campus a newspaper contain- newspaper s foul language.
ing the phrase "M-f-."
Burger said the court's delith e
By a 6-to-3 vote the court cacy
underscored
held that under the First "anoma~y" of .its r_uling that
Amendment "the mere dissem- what Miss Pap1sh ~1d ~as proir.ation of ideas-no matter tected by the Constitution.
how offensive to good tasteThe majority said the First
Residency
on a state university campus Amendment "leaves no room
In two other residency
may not be shut off in the for the ~peration of ~ dual cases, the court refused to
name of conventions of de- standard m the academic com- hear a challenge to a federal
cency."
munity with respect to the law requiring a year's · re~iChief Justice Warren E. content of speech."
.
dence in a district before sitBurger called the decision
Reaffirming the right . of ting on a federal jury there,
"curious-even bizarre" . and government to regulate the but agreed to decide whether
joined Justices Harry A. "time, place all:d _mann~r" of Arizona counties can de_ny
Blackmun and William H. speech, the maJority . said the free medical services to sick
Rehnquist in bitter dissent.
. evidence in Miss Pap1sh's case persons who have lived less
The high court also:
made clear that she was than a year in the county.
Pipeline Case
• Ruled 6 to 3 that states 1 ou sted for th e content of h:r
may close' their ;otirig regls• ~essag_e, ~ot ?er manner n
The government "'.on a
tration books as early as 50 dissemi_nat~ng it. . M" p
speedup in the Alaska pipeline
The Justices said 1ss ap. , e but it still must persuade
1
1
1
t t h ld a full heardays before state e ect ons a . !sh a graduate student in ., cas '
though the early cutoff jo~rnalism, was entitled to the
sp~in~ on the pipe~•arpro~c~e5itt~,e ~ute~i c~n~~: reinstatement unless the un_i- tr!e•s legality. The U.S. Court
versity had "valid academic of Appeals here ruled Feb. g
stu rnr.ia im s o vo n
rictrnns.
reasons" t? keep he~ 01:1t.
that the right-of-way needed to
• Granted a government ) Joining m the maJor1ty were build the huge line exceeds
motion to speed consideration Justices William 0. Douglas, the limits-25 feet on each
of the Alaska pipeline contrQ- William J. Brennan Jr., Pot~er side of the pipe-set by the
versy by ordering environmen- Stewart, Byron R. Whit~, 1920 mineral leasing act. The
tal groups,
which
h_ave Thurgood Marshall and Lewis 1 government claims the dec!blocked construction through F. Powell Jr. Pow~ll, the ?nly sion is wrong and that envicourt action, to respond by appointee of Pres1d~n~ N1xon ronmental issues should be
March 28 to the government's to vote with the maJority; has faced and decided in favor of
petition for review.
made clear in speeches that he the Interior Department, the
.
.
p t ; •deplores permissiveness but state of Alaska and the pipe• Demed a hearing to . e er I that he will observe free line builders.
•
Bridge, the former Newark I speech precepts except where
newspaper. reporter .who ~e- offensive language is thrust
Pubbc Employment .
fused ~o give unpubhshe1 m- upon a captive audience.
.
The court agre~d to decide
fo_rmat10~ to ~ . gr~nd Jury,
Burger protested that a um- whether a probat10r.ia~y G~nw1th J_us~1ce Wilham 0. Doug- versity should be treated_ as eral Services Adm1mstrat10n
las pomtmg out th~t the case "an institution where indiv1du- employee, Jeanne M. Murray,
is moot b~c.ause Bridge_ has al als learn to express th~~ _was properly grant~d a co~rt
ready f1mshed servmg a selves in acceptable, c1v1l order keeping her m her Job
terms." He said Miss Papish's while she exhausts civil servprison term for contempt.
The decision in the campus "obscene and infantile" publi- \re procedures protesting her
distribution case did not spell cations should be subject to dismissal. The government
out the offensive language in the school's control and that claims that such court orde~s
the underground newspaper the decision demeaned free would clog the courts and tie
which Barbara Susan Papish speech values rather than up- up the federal service.
was expelled for passing out held them.
[ _______ _
at the University of Missouri
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said the majority improperly
·treated t he case as though
Miss Papish had been prosecu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ted criminally rather than disciplined.
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Rehnquist said the ruling
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_By John P. MacKenzie
'.Wuhlnaton Post stall Writer
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would s pre a d "disenchant-.
ment" just when the support
for public universities was
most needed. He said the disenchantment of taxpayers and
legislators was . understandable and ''may reach such a
point that they doubt the
game is worth the candle."
I In other action: .

Elections

.
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Georgia, the court cut back
from its decision one year ago ,
which struck down long wait- ·
ing periods anrl 1 residency laws
as a violation of the right to
travel between states. In that .
ruling, five justices suggested !
that 30 days might be ample ·
to preserve any valid state interest in excluding new voters.
Justices Marshall, Brennan
and Douglas dissented yester- 11
day.

A sha,rply divided Supreme Instead, the court's unCourt ruled · yesterday that a . signed opinion used what
state university may not expel IBurger called "the now famila student for distributing on · iar 'code' abbreviation" for the
campus a newspaper contain- newspaper's "foul langu age."
ing the phrase "M-f-."
Burger said the court's deliunderscored
the
By a. 6-to-3 vote the court cacy
· held that under the First "anomaly" of its ruling that
Amendment "the mere dissem- what Miss Papish did was proir.ation of ideas-no matter tected by the Constitution.
how offensive to good taste- -~ The majority said the First
Residency
on a _.state university c~mpus ··A mendment ")~aves no room
In two other residency
may not be shut off m the for the ~perat10n of ~ dual cases, the court refused to
,name of conventions of de- standard m the academic com- hear a challenge to a federal
cency."
munity with r espect to the law requiring a year's • resi-.\
Chief Justice Warren E. content of speech."
.
, dence in a district before sitBurger called the decisioi:i
Reaffirmin6 the right of ting on a federal jury there, \
"curious-even bizarre" and government to regulate the but agreed to decide whether :
,joined Justices Harry A. "time, plare and mann~r" of Arizona counties can deny \
Blackmun and William H. speech, the m_a.iority. said the free medical services to sick
Rehnquist in bitter dissent.
evidence in Miss Pap1sh's case persons who have lived less j
The high court ~!so :
made clear that she was than a year in the county.
• Ruled 6 to 3, that states ou st ed for th e content of h~r
Pipeline Case
may close' their voting regis• ~essag_e, ~ol !1 er manner m
The government ~on . a
tration books as early as 50 dissemi_nati_ng it. .
.
speedup in the Alaska p1pelme
The JuStlces said Mts
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Who's Afraid of a Big Bad Word?
Even the majority of the Supreme Court could not
bring itself to spell out m • --- - f -- - -- , as it ruled that
its use in a university newspaper should not be suppressed and there is a certain logic in this simultaneous
bow to good taste as well as to good law. Taking our cue
_ from the court, we will identify The Word no further
. ourselves, other than to note that it is a word with
which children from Harlem, Watts and Hough have
been punctuating their sentences for years. It is also
one which some black units used as a password in
World War Il because neither the Germans nor white
Americans could pronounce it properly. And, lately,
it has been taken up by the radical white left to
scandalize whomever it is they are always trying to
scandalize and to express their disdain for almost
anything. And that is how The Word finally got to the
Court.
It seems that Miss Barbara Susan Papish, a graduate
student in journalism of little visible academic accomplishment, but of high political visibility, was selling
a paper on the University of Missouri campus one day
~and the paper contained The Word. The administration
of the University decided that in selling the paper
containing the expletive in question, Miss Papish had
violated the General Standards of Student Conduct,
requiring students "to observe generally accepted
standards of conduct." After due process had been
observed, Miss Papish was expelled from the university for the infraction. She promptly went into the
federal courts seeking an injunction on the ground
that her First Amendment freedoms were infringed
by the university's action. She lost in the trial court
#

and in the Court of Appeals and then appealed to the
Supreme Court.
She won there six to three, with Justice Powell
joining the pre-Nixon justices and with Mr. Nixon's
other nominees 'dissenting vigorously. The majority
rested its decision on the principles that a university
campus is not an enclave "immune from the sweep
of the First Amendment" and that "the mere dissemination of ideas-no matter how offensive to good
taste-on a state university campus may not be shut
off in the name alone of 'conventions of decency.'"
The Chief Justice thought otherwise and said so
forcefully . He suggested that a university is a place
where, among other things, "individuals learn to express themselves in acceptable civil terms." He also
chided his colleagues because he thought their resort
in the opinion to capital letters and dashes was inconsistent with their conclusion. Mr. Justice Rehnquist
thought, among other things, that limitations on the
authority of university administrators, such as that
·imposed by the Court might lead to widespread
"disenchantment" with the system of tax-supported
colleges and universities.
We think the majority was quite right. The central
purpose of a university is the encouragement and perpetuation of the freest possible flow of ideas and
information. Although we do not suggest that this
particular expression is a necessary, or even particularly
useful, addition to the language, the idea that First
Amendment notions of freedom of expression can be
subordinated on university campuses to other interests
such as "the conventions of decency" strikes us as
profoundly pernicious and threatening to . the essence
of a university as well as to free speech everywhere.
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Who's Afraid of a Big· Bad Word_?
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Even t~e majority of the Supreme Court could not
: bring itself to spell out m - - --- f • - - - • , as it ruled that
_:its use in a university newspaper should not be sup·,:J)ressed and there is a certain logic in this simultaneous
bow to good taste as well as to good law. Taking our cue
l 'jrom the court, we will identify The Word no further
, ~urselves, other than to note that it is a word with
~,which children froin Harlem, Watts and Hough have
~,~een punctuating their sentences for years. It is also
;.one which some black units used as a password in
World War 11 because neither the Germans nor white
>Americans could pronounce it properly. And, lately,
, -jt · has been taken up by the radical white left to
1,candalize whomever it is they are always trying to
. ~,scandalize and to express their disdain for almost
·· anything. And that is how The Word finally got to the
: Court.
,•
· , ·' , It seems that Miss Barbara Susan p'apish, a graduate
~student in journalism of little visible academic actomplishment, but of high political visibility, was selling
a paper on the University of Missouri campus one day
dlnd the paper contained The Word. The administration
of the University decided that in selling the paper
containing the expletive in question, Miss Papish . had
. violated the General Standards of Student Conduct,
requmng students "to observe generally accepted
-standards of conduct." After due process had been
.!!:~observed, Miss Papish was expelled from the univer~'..sity for the infraction. She promptly went into the
1ederal courts seeking an injunction on the ground
.that her First Amendment freedoms were infringed
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and in the Court of Appeals and then appealed to the
Supreme Court. .
She won there six to three, with Justice Powell
joining the pre-Nixon justices and with Mr. Nixon's
other nominees dissenting vigorously. The majority
rested its decision on 'the principles that a university
campus is not an enclave "immune from the sweep .
of the First Amendment" and that "the mere dissemination of ideas-no matter how offensive to good
taste-on a state university campus may · not be shut
off in the name alone of 'conventions of decency.'"
The Chief Justice thought otherwise and said so
forcefully . He suggested that a university is a place
where, among other things, "individuals learn to express themselves in acceptable civil terms." He also
chided his colleagues because he thought their resort
in the opinion to capital letters and dashes was inconsistent with their conclusion. Mr. Justice Rehnquist
thought, among other things, that limitations on the
authority of university administrators, such as that
·imposed by the Court might lead to widespread
"disenchantment" with the system of tax-supported
colleges and universities.
We think the majority was quite right. The central
purpose of a university is the encouragement and perpetuation of the freest possible flow of ideas and
information. Although we do not suggest that this
particular expression is a necessary, or even particularly
usefu I, addition to the language, the idea that First
Amendment notions of freedom of expression can be
subordinated on university campuses to other interests
such as "the conventions of decency" strikes us as
profoundly pernicious and threatening to . the essence
of a university as well as to free speech everywhere.

